ABSTRACT Blind interference alignment (BIA) can greatly improve the degree of freedom with the infinite signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) assumption. Under the finite SNR condition, noise accumulation can have a significantly negative impact on SNR, inducing severe performance deterioration. In particular, in multi-cell networks, the transmitter to which a user connects can further affect its received SNR and the BIA design. To address such problem, we present a user grouping scheme for reducing noise accumulation in a single cell and analyze the impact of transmitter connections on the user grouping scheme. SNR BIA in a multi-cell network is further proposed, which jointly optimizes the transmitter connection and the user grouping scheme. Extensive simulations demonstrate that the achievable sum rate of SNR BIA is 1.36 times, 1.66 times, and 2.68 times that of data shared BIA, standard BIA, and extended BIA reported in the literature, respectively, and SNR BIA is more robust to user mobility.
I. INTRODUCTION
The explosive growth of mobile traffic in the past decade requires advanced and practical solutions for improving both channel capacity and reliability, especially in wide area networks. Traditionally, channel resources are segmented into units, isolating each user's desired signal from the other users' signals to avoid their mutual interference. For example, in time division multiple access systems, one user exclusively occupies a certain number of slots at one frequency for its individual data transmission. With the fixed transmission capacity in each channel resource unit, the channel capacity is determined by the number of channel resource units, and the potential capacity improvement can be quite limited [1] . Recently, Interference Alignment (IA) [2] - [4] has been regarded as a promising technique to achieve the higher channel capacity. The basic idea of IA is to align one user's desired signal and the other users' signals (regarded as this user's interference) into the orthogonal spaces based on the Channel State Information (CSI). Thus they can be simultaneously transmitted in one channel unit. Then, each user recovers its own desired signal from the combination of its desired signal and interference.
The great performance improvement in IA is possible only under the assumption that the transmitter can perfectly obtain each user's CSI, which can be quite challenging to satisfy in practice. To address such problem, Blind Interference Alignment (BIA) [5] - [7] was developed from IA, and can achieve a high Degree of Freedom (DoF) without CSI at the transmitter. In BIA, the transmission scheme and receiving scheme are jointly designed. One user first receives its own desired signals together with the signals intended for other users and then independently receives the desired signal for every other user with the same channel state. Therefore, this user can subtract the interference (the desired signal for other users) from the signal combination and recover its own desired signal. Basically, BIA achieves capacity improvements without CSI through the agreement of transmission and receiving schemes for all users.
However, such tight coupling of the users' signal decoding hinders BIA from being extended to the large scale in both users and space. First, the current BIA mechanisms can achieve high channel capacity improvements under the infinite Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) assumption [6] - [9] . Each user's desired signal decoding is related to the signals of other users and requires K − 1 subtractions in the K -user BIA system, resulting in K − 1 increases of noise accumulation [10] , [11] . As the number of users K increases, each user's SNR declines significantly, inducing the deterioration of the transmission rate within each desired signal. Moreover, current BIA mechanisms generally design the transmission scheme and receiving. scheme for simple scenarios [12] - [14] (i.e., within one cell or the two transmitter toy model) but do not focus on the associated factors for BIA extension to multicell networks, such as which transmitter each user connects to and how each user joins the multi-cell BIA. More importantly, BIA extension to a large number of users and multi-cells are interactive with each other. In one cell with a fixed number of users, the noise accumulation can be alleviated by dividing users into groups based on their received SNRs, which is specified in our previous study [11] . In multi-cell networks, however, some users can connect to different transmitters, leading to different received SNRs and numbers of users in each cell, which further affects the overall performance of BIA.
There are several previous studies focusing on BIA in the two-cell network model. In [15] , the authors applied interference coordination through data sharing to mitigate intercell interference for the cell edge users, while BIA was used to mitigate intracell interference. To improve the overall DoF, the authors in [16] assumed that two transmitters can share the data intended for the cell edge users and together send these data to the cell edge users. The location information was used in [17] to reduce the frame length in small cell networks and to eliminate both intracell interference and intercell interference. By assuming that the users in centers of the different cells are not interfering with each other, the authors in [18] regarded both cells' edge users as the private-users of one cell for intercell interference elimination. Different from these studies, in this paper, we consider the BIA design with finite received SNRs and focus on noise elimination in multi-cell networks. More specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:
1) Following our previously proposed user grouping scheme in a single cell [11] , this paper theoretically analyzes the impact of transmitter connections on SNR deterioration in a two-cell network case. 2) A heuristic algorithm is proposed to jointly optimize the user grouping scheme and the transmitter connection in the multi-cell network, maximizing the overall DoF with limited SNR reduction. 3) Extensive simulations demonstrate that the achievable sum rate in SNR BIA is 1.36 times, 1.66 times, and 2.68 times the achievable sum rate of data shared BIA (dBIA) [16] , standard BIA (sBIA) [6] , and extended BIA (eBIA) [17] , respectively, and that SNR BIA is also more robust to user mobility. The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the network model and motivation. Section III presents the user grouping scheme in one cell and analyzes the impact of transmitter connections on performances. Section IV proposes a heuristic algorithm for jointly optimizing user groupings and transmitter connections. Section V evaluates the performance of the multi-cell SNR BIA. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper. 
II. NETWORK MODEL AND MOTIVATION

A. NETWORK MODEL
We consider the scenario where K users are distributed into a two-cell network, as shown in Fig. 1 . 1 One transmitter (B T , T = A, B) in each cell sends data to the users connected to it, and different transmitters work in different channels (f A = f B ). Several users residing in only one cell can only connect to their corresponding transmitter. These users are regarded as private-users in this cell (U T p,i in the white area in Fig. 1 ). The other users in the two cells' overlapping part can connect to more than one transmitter and are regarded as overlapped-users (U o,i in the shadow area in Fig. 1 ). Under the condition that B T connects K T p private-users, and there are K o total overlapped-users, the total number of users K can be expressed as
Assuming that K T o , T = A, B overlapped-users connect to B T , we have
Then, B T 's managed number of users K T can be written as
1 The model can be easily extended to a network with any number of cells. For simplicity, we take the two-cell scenario as the case for demonstration.
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The Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) broadcast channel [15] is considered, in which the transmitter B T has M antennas and each user has one reconfigurable antenna with M preset modes. B T broadcasts the sum of the Encoded Data Streams (EDSs) intended for all the users connecting to it. The channels between the transmitter and the users are assumed to be block-fading channels [6] . That is, the channels remain static within one frame. Additionally, the channels between the transmitter and a single user in different modes are assumed to be independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) [6] .
In cell T , let U T i denote B T 's ith connected user. Then, the EDSs intended for U T i are defined as its desired EDSs , while the EDSs intended for the other user U T j , j = i, are defined as its interference EDSs (which are also the desired EDSs for U T j ). When B T broadcasts the sum of the desired EDSs to its managed users, U T i 's received equation can be written as
where 
is one set of the desired EDSs for U T j , which is also one set of interference EDSs for U T i , and z T i (t) is the complex white Gaussian noise, which and generally follows CN (0, 1) [6] .
Each user U T i needs to eliminate its interference x T j (t), ∀j = i, to decode its own desired EDSs x T i (t). In BIA, such a goal is achieved by the transmitter B T independently broadcasting x T j (t) in another slot t and U T i receiving x T j (t) with the same antenna mode as that in t, i.e.,
where q T i (t) = q T i (t ), and x T j (t) = x T j (t ). Since slot t and slot t are within the same frame and the channels between the transmitter and the users are block-fading, 
Based on the above equation, fSNR depends on the following two factors: the user's SNR reduced factor and its rSNR. The SNR reduced factor is related to the number of users in its connected cell. The more users in the cell, the more interference EDSs this user needs to eliminate, and the higher the SNR reduced factor obtained by the user. The rSNR of the user is the received SNR related to its connected transmitter. In a multi-cell scenario, if a user is a private-user, its connected transmitter is fixed and its fSNR only depends on the SNR reduced factor in the cell in which it resides. If a user is an overlapped-user, it also has optional connected transmitters corresponding to different rSNRs. That is, its fSNR depends not only on its SNR reduced factor but also on the transmitter to which it connects.
fSNR is highly related to the transmission rate for each EDS. In fact, when fSNR is below a certain SNR threshold, i.e., SNR th , the probability of decoding the desired EDSs can be greatly reduced, inducing capacity deterioration even though the DoF is increased [10] . To ensure that fSNR ≥ SNR th , we have proposed the constraint on the BIA mechanism [11] that s T i needs to be smaller than its maximum SNR reduced factor s T i , i.e.,
s T i can be calculated based on rSNR T i and SNR th ,
When the fSNR of a user's desired EDSs is higher than SNR th , the desired EDSs are considered to have been transmitted effectively, and the DoF corresponding to these desired EDSs is defined the as effective DoF (eDoF). Under the condition that a user's rSNR is not infinite, it is appropriate to use eDoF for evaluating performances. Our goal is to jointly determine to which transmitter each user connects and the BIA mechanism in each cell that maximizes the overall eDoF, i.e., max DoF
III. USER GROUPING IN A TWO-CELL NETWORK
To reduce the negative impact of noise accumulation on performances, we proposed a user grouping based SNR BIA in [11] . The basic idea is to divide users into time-orthogonal groups, where each group further consists of several subgroups. The users in one subgroup receive their desired EDSs together and BIA is performed between different subgroups.
On the one hand, the number of subtractions for each user can be reduced, corresponding to a reduced SNR reduced factor. On the other hand, the users in different groups can have different SNR reduced factors adapting to their diverse rSNRs. We present the user grouping framework in a single cell in Section III. A and Section III. B. Then, we analyze the performance of the user grouping framework in the two-cell scenario in Section III. C. The notations used in this section are also summarized in Tab. 1. 
For example, as shown in Fig. 1 
where
needs to receive at least one desired EDS, the number of users in each subgroup satisfies
Each user in a subgroup needs to decode all the desired EDSs for its subgroup to obtain its own desired EDSs. For example, U T i needs to decode X T g,s for its own desired EDSs x T i . Based on this design, BIA can be performed between different subgroups within a certain group. That is, U T i ∈ SG T g,s receives both its subgroup desired EDSs X T g,s and its subgroup interference EDSs X T g,u , ∀u = s. Its received equation is
The purpose of SNR BIA is to design the transmission scheme and receiving scheme, so that each user can eliminate its subgroup interference EDSs. SNR BIA can be designed in the following two parts: overlapped part and independent part. In the overlapped part, the desired EDSs for all the subgroups in G T g are transmitted simultaneously. In the independent part, the desired EDSs for each subgroup are independently transmitted.
A. SIMPLE CASE OF THE TRANSMISSION SCHEME AND RECEIVING SCHEME We consider cell A in Fig. 1 
The transmission scheme and receiving scheme are illustrated in Fig. 2 EDSs for all of G A 1 's subgroups in the 1st slot (overlapped part), and then independently broadcasts the desired EDS for each subgroup (independent part). Correspondingly, each user receives the specific interference EDS with the same antenna mode, but receives its desired EDSs with different modes. Specifically, U A p,1 receives its interference EDSs X A 1,2 = x A p,2 with mode 1 in both slot 1 and slot 3, while receiving its desired EDSs
and mode 2 in slot 1 and slot 2, respectively. The received equations of
x A p,2 can be eliminated by subtracting y A p,1 (3) from y A p,1 (1), i.e.,
. (17) There are two independent received equations in (17) . Two observations can be obtained from the above example. First, the users in a subgroup receive their desired EDSs together, and they also receive the interference caused by the users in the same subgroup. Hence the interference caused by the users in the same subgroup can be eliminated together, so that the users will have the smaller SNR reduced factor than that they would have had in the BIA without the user grouping framework. Second [6] , each user's SNR reduced factor is 3. This difference is a result of the allocation of users into different groups with different subgroups.
B. GENERAL CASE OF THE TRANSMISSION SCHEME AND RECEIVING SCHEME Because the slot blocks for different groups are timeorthogonal, different groups follow the same transmission scheme and receiving scheme design, and without loss of generality, we focus on a certain group G T g . The slot block for G T g is still divided into the following two parts: the overlapped part and the independent part. To present the scheme intuitively, a complicated example is analyzed. 2 
1) OVERLAPPED PART
The transmission scheme T T g,O and receiving scheme Q T g,O in the overlapped part are constructed in an iterative way.
In the first step, T T g,O (1) and Q T g,O (1) are designed as shown in Fig. 3 (a) .
g,1 (SG T g,1 's 1st set of desired EDSs) transmitting M −1 times. Correspondingly, each user in SG T g,1 configures its antenna from mode 1 to (1)) are designed as shown in Fig. 3 (b) . 3 T 
Corresponding to the example in Fig. 3 (b) , Q A 1,O (1) is repeated M − 1 = 2 times, forming two grey boxes. U A p,2 ∈ SG A 1,2 configures its antennas to mode 1, forming the first dashed-line box, and to mode 2, forming the second dashed-line box. 4 Such a design ensures that the users in both SG T g,1 and SG T g,2 receive their desired EDSs with different modes, and receive their interference EDSs with the same mode. For example, in Fig. 3 (b Generally, assuming that T T g,O (n − 1) is designed for the first n − 1 subgroups (n ≤ |G T g |) as shown in the grey box in Fig. 4 (a) , T T g,O (n) can be designed based on T T g,O (n − 1) as follows:
• T T g,O (n−1) is repeated M −1 times, forming M −1 grey boxes. The transmission schemes of different grey boxes are the same, but for different sets of desired EDSs.
• (M −1) n−1 sets of desired EDSs for the nth subgroup are added, forming one dashed-line box, and this is further repeated M − 1 times. 3 Since |G A 2 | = 1, the overlapped part of the design of SB A 2 has been finished. 4 Since |G A 1 | = 2, the overlapped part design of SB A 1 has been finished. 
Each set of desired EDSs for one subgroup is transmitted M − 1 times, occupying M − 1 slots in the overlapped part. Hence
sets of desired EDSs are transmitted for SG T g,s in SB T g .
2) INDEPENDENT PART
To eliminate the interference EDSs for each user and construct the M th independent equation for decoding the desired EDSs, each set of EDSs also needs to be independently transmitted once. For the slot where X 
] † in the 5th slot (in the independent part) with mode 3.
Since ES T g,s sets of desired EDSs (based on (19) ) are transmitted to SG T g,s , s = 1, ..., |G T g | and each set occupies one slot in the independent part, the number of slots in the independent part is
C. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR USER GROUPING IN A TWO-CELL NETWORK
U T i ∈ SG T g,s requires |G T g | − 1 subtractions to eliminate the |G T g |−1 sets of interference in the overlapped part. Therefore,
It can be observed that s T i is uniquely determined by the number of subgroups in the group to which U T i belongs. Then, the SNR reduced factor constraint in (7) is equivalent to
In addition, the user grouping scheme also needs to follow the restrictions given as equations (2), (10) , and (13). Then, the problem in a two-cell network can be formulated as max DoF
Theorem 1: The DoF of a two-cell SNR BIA is 
Based on (18) and (20), the number of slots in SB
|G T | time-orthogonal groups are contained in B T , and the DoF of cell B T is
Since the transmitters in the two cells send EDSs at two different frequencies, the overall DoF of the two-cell network is
Based on Theorem 1, DoF SNR BIA is only related to the number of subgroups in each group. Therefore, once the number of subgroups in each group has been determined, the allocation of the users into subgroups does not affect DoF SNR BIA .
Proposition 1: To achieve the maximum DoF in G T g based on the user grouping-scheme, the number of subgroups is
with the restriction
Proof: Based on the first constraint in (23), |G T g | needs to be smaller than
In addition, based on the second constraint in (23),
Combining (31) and (32), the feasible number of subgroups
Based on Theorem 1, a larger number of subgroups leads to a larger DoF. Hence the number of subgroups for maximizing the DoF in G T g is
Additionally, in (32), the number of users in G T g should satisfy
Proposition 1 is proved.
IV. JOINT OPTIMIZATION OF USER GROUPING AND TRANSMITTER CONNECTION
In the two-cell network, an overlapped-user's transmitter connection will affect both the number of users in one cell and this user's maximum SNR reduced factor. 5 These two factors further affect the transmission scheme and receiving scheme of the user grouping scheme. In this section, the user grouping and the transmitter connections are jointly optimized for maximizing the optimization objective in (28). 5 The transmitter accumulates each user's maximum SNR reduced factor for determining the transmitter connection and user grouping scheme. Specifically, the transmitters can first broadcast the pilots in the beginning of the frame. Then, the users feedback their rSNRs to the transmitter. Based on (8) , with a certain SNR threshold, the transmitter can calculate the maximum SNR reduced factor for the users.
A. IMPACT OF TRANSMITTER CONNECTION ON USER GROUPING SCHEME
We demonstrate the impact of transmitter connection on performances through an example, as shown in Fig. 1. B A and We list all the transmitter connection cases and compare their impacts on DoF. For a specific transmitter connection case, the optimal user grouping scheme in (23) is selected. 6 6 In this example, we can exhaustively search all possible user grouping choices to find the maximum overall DoF. For the more complicated examples, it can be proved that this is an NP-complete problem, and a heuristic algorithm is proposed in Section IV.B.
Therefore, based on (27), the overall DoF is 1.28. The difference in the performances of Case 1 and Case 3 is the result of the difference in rSNRs when overlapped users connect different transmitters. In Case 3, there are three users (U B p,i , i = 1, 2, 3) with the maximum SNR reduced factor 3, and one user (U B o,2 ) with the maximum SNR reduced factor 2 in cell B. Hence, the number of subgroups in G B 1 can be only 3, which is smaller than that (4 subgroups) in Case 1.
From the above analysis, the transmitter connection will affect the following two factors: the number of users in the cell and the overlapped-users' rSNRs. These two factors result in the different DoFs. Therefore in a multi-cell network, these two factors need to be jointly considered for optimizing the overall DoF.
B. JOINT OPTIMIZATION OF TRANSMITTER CONNECTION AND USER GROUPING
The problem in (23) can be easily verified to be an a NP-complete problem, and we propose a heuristic algorithm to optimize it in this section. The optimization objective in (23) is related to both transmitter connection and user grouping scheme. Once a group's number of users is given, the DoF in this group is only correlated with the number of subgroups, based on Theorem 1. Therefore, the basic idea is to jointly adjust the transmitter connection and the user grouping scheme, so that the users in this group can achieve as the large DoF as possible with the restrictions in (23) satisfied. To better illustrate the algorithm, the joint optimization of the example in Section IV (Fig. 6) is presented.
Specifically, the algorithm consists of a certain number of rounds, and each round forms one group through the following three steps.
1) STEP 1 (FORMING THE UNGROUPED USER TABLE)
The users (including the private-users in each cell and all overlapped-users) who are not allocated into the group are regarded as ungrouped users. All ungrouped users in the tth round and their maximum SNR reduced factors are listed in an ungrouped user table, where each item includes one ungrouped user and the maximum SNR reduced factors for its potential connected transmitters. In the two-cell network, each private-user has only one maximum SNR reduced factor, and each overlapped-user can have two different maximum SNR reduced factors corresponding to different transmitters. The ungrouped user table for the example in Section IV is shown in the left part in Fig. 7. U o,1 and U o,2 have different maximum SNR reduced factors for B A and B B .
2) STEP 2 (FORMING THE GROUP)
Step 2.1 (Select the First User in the Group and Its Connected Transmitter): Within the ungrouped user table, we select the user with the maximum SNR reduced factor, and its corresponding connected transmitter B T is the connected transmitter for the group G T g in this round. When a private-user has the same maximum SNR reduced factor as an overlapped-user, the private-user and its connected transmitter are selected with the higher priority, because overlapped-users have more transmitters which to connect. When different users have the same maximum SNR reduced factor, we randomly choose one of these users and its connected transmitter. After the first user in G T g and its connected transmitter B T are selected, the users who can connect to B T within the ungrouped user table can be presented a set g (B T ) (including B T 's private-users and all overlapped-users). The users in g (B T ) are further ranked based on their maximum SNR reduced factors with respect to B T . For example in the first round in Fig. 7, U 
3) STEP 3 (SUBGROUP ALLOCATION WITHIN GROUP)
The users in group G T g are further divided into |G T g | subgroups, and |G T g | can be calculated based on (29). Additionally, based on Theorem 1, how to allocate the user into subgroups does not affect the overall DoF, and the users can be equally allocated to different subgroups. The transmission scheme and receiving scheme in each group follow Fig. 4 The above steps are repeated until the algorithm converges, which occurs when each user has been allocated into a group. This is because one ungrouped user is selected in Step 2.1 to form a group, and several ungrouped users are further added to this group in Step 2.2. Therefore, at least one ungrouped user can be allocated into a group in each round, and the algorithm converges with at most K rounds (K is the number
Algorithm 1 The Joint Optimization of Transmitter Connection and User Grouping Algorithm
Input:
Ungrouped user table U; the group index g = 1; Output:
The user grouping scheme; 1: while U is not empty do 2: Select the first user in U and its corresponding transmitter B T
3:
Form the users in U who can connect to B T into g (B T ) 4: while g (B T ) is not empty do 5: if Adding the first user in g (B T ) (U T i ) to G g satisfies Proposition 1 and |G g | is not reduced based on (29) then 6: U T i is added to G g and is removed from g (B T ) 7:
end if 10: end while 11: Determine |G g | based on (29) 12:
Equally allocate the users in G g into |G g | subgroups 13: Design the transmission scheme and receiving scheme of G g based on Section III.B 14: Update U and g = g + 1 15: end while 16: End algorithm. of users). Moreover, such an algorithm is centrally performed at the transmitter and broadcasted at the beginning of a frame. Therefore, in practice, all users can follow the grouping result (including the corresponding transmission scheme and receiving scheme), decoding their individual desired EDSs.
The specific SNR BIA in two-cell network algorithm is as shown in AL. 1.
C. THE ACHIEVABLE SUM RATE ANALYSIS
In this subsection, we analyze the achievable sum rate of SNR BIA, which is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 2: In a two-cell network, if the two transmitters work in different channels, the achievable sum rate in SNR BIA by following zero-forcing interference at each user is
, P e is the transmission power of each EDS, and
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
We compare the multi-cell SNR BIA (denoted SNR BIA) with the other typical BIA mechanisms including standard BIA (sBIA) [6] , data shared BIA (dBIA) [16] , and extended BIA (eBIA) [17] in a two-cell network. Because these BIAs are not designed for a multi-cell network with different frequencies, they are modified to adapt to our scenario for performance comparisons. Specifically, we assume that all overlapped-users are equally divided into two cells in sBIA for load balance. In eBIA and dBIA, two transmitters need to work cooperatively (two transmitters work as a unit in eBIA and encode EDSs together in dBIA) for transmitting EDSs to all users in one frequency. Therefore, they can achieve twice the DoFs in our scenario, compared with the scenario in which they work in one frequency. 7 The simulation scenario is deployed as shown in Fig. 8 , where the transmitters B A and B B each have three antennas (M = 3). The coverage of each cell is assumed to be a circle with a radius of 30 meters, and the distance between B A and B B is 55 meters [17] , forming the overlapped area shown in Fig. 8 . Each transmitter connects 20 privateusers (K A p = K B p = 20) who are randomly distributed in the non-overlapping area, and 10 overlapped-users are randomly distributed within the overlapped area. The transmission power for one transmitted EDS is assumed to be P e = −15 dBm, and the noise power at each transmitter is set to be −104 dBm [20] . The channel between one transmitter and one user is modeled as follows. The path loss effect follows the model PL(d T i ) = 15.3 + 37.6 log d T i , where d T i is the distance between U i and B T . The small scale fading effect follows the Rayleigh distribution with CN (0, 1) [17] . The SNR threshold SNR th is selected to be 15 dB, which can be used as a coarse-grained measurement of the channel quality [21] . 1000 experimental runs are performed for each simulation scenario. Fig. 9 shows the CDFs of the eDoF and the achievable sum rate. It can be observed that the 80th percentile of SNR BIA's eDoF (achievable sum rate) distribution is 7 We do not consider the additionally cooperative cost when eBIA (dBIA) is modified adapting to our scenario. In theory, eBIA (dBIA) can achieve twice DoFs when its bandwidth is doubled. approximately 2.43 (40.5 bit/s/Hz), which is 1.38 times (1.36 times), 1.47 times (1.66 times), and 2.7 times (2.68 times) those of dBIA, sBIA, and eBIA, respectively. This performance improvement is achieved by SNR BIA considering the rSNRs of the users and transmitter connections together. First, the user grouping scheme can reduce users' SNR reduced factors to improve their eDoF and the achievable sum rate in each EDS. Moreover, the joint optimization of the user grouping scheme and the transmitter connection can aggregate the users with similar rSNRs into a group, so that the number of subgroups can be as large as possible. However, the other BIA mechanisms do not limit the rSNR deterioration. The reduced fSNRs result in reduced eDoFs and severely reduce the achievable sum rates although they can achieve high DoFs. Additionally, they do not consider the transmitter connection problem in the multi-cell scenario, and inappropriate transmitter connections can negatively influence their eDoFs and achievable sum rates.
We consider the impact of SNR th on performances within the range [10 dB, 20 dB] in Fig. 10 . Generally, fSNR below 10 dB cannot support the available EDS decoding. The channel with the fSNR above 20 dB can be regarded as the high-SNR channel [21] . As SNR th increases, the eDoFs of sBIA, eBIA and dBIA decrease sharply, as shown in Fig. 10(a) , but SNR BIA's eDoF decreases in a more subtle way. This is because the higher SNR th means that higher fSNR is required for contributing one eDoF and each group can include fewer users to ensure that their SNR reduced factors remain above SNR th . SNR BIA can adjust the transmitter connection and the user grouping scheme for optimizing eDoF with the SNR th constraints. The users with higher rSNRs can form one group with more users contributing more to the eDoF performance, while the users with smaller rSNRs can form another group with fewer users, ensuring that their transmitted EDSs all contribute to the eDoF performance. That is, SNR BIA can adapt to the change in SNR th and optimize the overall eDoF as much as possible. However, the SNR reduced factor is not considered in the other BIA mechanisms. When SNR th increases, fewer users' fSNRs are above SNR th , and the eDoFs of these BIA mechanisms decrease rapidly.
Correspondingly, the achievable sum rate in SNR BIA first increases and then tends to be flat as shown in Fig. 10(b) . This is because the SNR th increase corresponds to the fSNR increase, leading to the increased achievable rate in each EDS. Although the increased SNR th will also result in reduced eDoF, the positive impact of the increased fSNR is more dominant. Therefore, the achievable sum rate increases as SNR th increases. After SNR th further increases above 17 dB, the decrease in the number of EDSs offsets the increase of the achievable rate in each EDS. Therefore, SNR BIA's overall achievable sum rate tends to be flat. However, the other BIA mechanisms do not adapt to SNR th , so their achievable sum rates remain at the low level. We further consider the adaptability mobility of different BIA mechanisms. In the above simulation scenario, we added 10 extra users moving from d A (10 m away from B A ) to d B (10 m away from B B , 45 m from B A ) in a moving circle with a 3 m radius, as shown in Fig. 8 . Fig. 11 shows the eDoFs and achievable sum rates when the users are in different locations. The x axis is the distance between the center of moving circle and B A . As the distance between the users and B A gradually increases, the users' space distribution and their rSNRs adapt to the change. It can be observed that SNR BIA has a higher and more stable eDoF (achievable sum rate) curve than the other BIA mechanisms. This is because, in the user grouping method, one subgroup can contain multiple users (at most M users). When the rSNRs of the mobile users (the distances between the mobile users and the transmitters change) decrease, SNR BIA can reduce the negative impact by adding the mobile users to the existing groups, instead of forming one new group. Moreover, the users' connections are also considered, to connect the mobile users to the transmitters which can have better performance. Therefore, the user grouping result for maximizing the overall eDoF changes as the users move. However, the other three mechanisms are static within each cell, even though both cells can be greatly affected by the users' distribution in space.
VI. CONCLUSION
Focusing on the noise accumulation phenomenon of BIA in multi-cell networks, this paper first presents a user grouping scheme for reducing noise accumulation in a single cell. That is, BIA is performed at the subgroup level so that the interference caused by all users in one subgroup is subtracted together, reducing their SNR reduced factors. We further analyze the impact of transmitter connections on the user grouping scheme, and propose a heuristic algorithm of the SNR BIA in the multi-cell network, which jointly optimizes transmitter connections and the user grouping scheme. Extensive simulations demonstrate that the effective DoF of SNR BIA is approximately 1.47 times, 2.7 times, and 1.38 times those of sBIA, eBIA, and dBIA, respectively, while the achievable sum rate of SNR BIA is approximately 1.66 times, 2.68 times, and 1.36 times those of sBIA, eBIA, and dBIA, respectively.
